MAYOR TIED TO Machine
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Proves to Be Political Turncoat

Question 976: Why is the current mayor "moving a lot of people around"? What is his motivation?

Mayor: Moving people around is necessary for the efficient operation of the city. The mayor is always looking for ways to improve the city and make it a better place to live in.

Question 977: Who started the current mayor's political career?

Mayor: I started my political career in my early 20s. I was a candidate for city council and won in a landslide.

Question 978: Who is the current mayor's most significant political mentor?

Mayor: My most significant political mentor is Mayor Marcus, who served in the office before me. He taught me the importance of listening to the people and working hard for their interests.
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Time For A Change

X: PAUL GREW
X: AMOS KIRMAN
X: JOHN TAYLOR

For A Better Hawthorne
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